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Dear Church leader, 

Please excuse this unsolicited mailshot. It was the only practical way to contact so many 
Christian leaders. We understand that your time will be limited so we’ll get straight to the 
point. 

The Christian faith is being hijacked by a growing group of extreme right-wing, Nationalist, 
white supremacist neoNazis called ‘Britain  First’. They are using Christianity as a cover for 
their nefarious, discriminatory and destructive activities. And worryingly – their tactic seems 
to be working. 

Britain First’s founder, Jim Dowson cut his nationalist teeth during ‘The troubles’ in Northern 
Ireland. He has made no secret of his intent to start a Holy War, a ‘Crusade’ between 
Christians and Muslims on British streets. 

You may have seen something of the stand various Church leaders, including the Archbishop 
of Canterbury have made against this ultra right-wing ‘Street defence organisation’ through 
individual, multi-denominational and inter-faith initiatives. 

Britain First hides behind the Christian faith. In so doing it fuels the common misconception 
that religion is the cause of social disharmony and aggression. This can only end badly both 
for Christians and non-Christians as so many British people are dragged into an ideological 
conflict that has absolutely no basis in reality. 

We are a group of volunteers called ‘Exposing Britain First’. We think that the light of truth is 
the most potent weapon against the evil of deceit. Our work has been reported upon in The 
Telegraph, The Guardian, The Huffington Post and a range of local newspapers too. We 
exist to publicise the realities behind Britain First’s divisive propoganda and we’d like to ask 
for your help. 

As an active and respected Church leader you are in the position to reach other committed 
Christians and let them know of our work. If you have a newsletter or other publication please 
consider putting our details in it. Even just publishing our Facebook address would be a great 
help to us.  

Finally, if you’d like to know more about us and our work please get back in touch with us at 
this Email address. We’d love to hear from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Exposing Britain First! 
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Who  are ‘Exposing Britain First’? 

We are Exposing Britain First, a group of campaigners and fact-

checkers dedicated to exposing the deceptive propaganda of Britain 

First, a neoNazi, would be paramilitary, political party currently sowing 

division, hatred and violence within British society. We’re a diverse 

bunch with members and supporters from across the mainstream 

political and religious spectrum. We are Christians, Muslims, Jews, 

Sikhs, atheists, socialists, liberals and conservatives. We have 

members and supporters from many different racial and ethnic groups. 

You might say that we’re a broad church.  

The only thing we really have in common is our commitment to continued peace within UK society. We 

value the shared traditions of fairness, equality and acceptance that this country has been built upon.  

What is ‘Britain First’? 

Britain First is a registered political party but that’s not all it 

is. It’s also the latest in a long line of far right organisations 

leading right back to Baronet Ernold Oswald Mosley’s 

fascist ‘Blackshirts’ of the 1930s. Mosley was a Nazi 

sympathiser who did all he could to persuade Brits to join 

Hitler and the Nazis in the Second World War. He was head 

of the ‘British Union of Fascists’, a group of anti-Semitic, 

white supremacists who terrorised Britain’s streets for a 

decade. 

After the Blackshirts came Enoch Powell a West Midlands 

MP who campaigned for decades against black immigrants. 

Fortunately nobody listened to his attempts to provoke civil unrest, except for a small number of racist 

thugs and he failed. But he did pass the racist torch to another group of white supremacists – the 

National Front (NF). This group of street thugs were well known for their violent rampaging 

demonstrations and racist attacks. In its heyday in the 1970s the NF spawned several spin off groups, 

some of which still survive today. Nick Griffin’s British National Party (BNP) was one. Griffin, himself an 

ex NF member, led the racist BNP into electoral oblivion in recent years. 

Two important members of the BNP during Griffin’s brief period of success were Paul Golding 

(pictured - now leader of Britain First) and fundraiser Jim Dowson (Britain First’s financier and co-

founder). Golding began his journey toward  neoNazism in 

the NF before becoming regional organiser for the BNP. 

Eventually he rose to become part of the National BNP 

leadership as ‘Communications Officer’ – a post that relied 

heavily upon his ability to manipulate publicity and 

propaganda. Dowson, who cut his teeth with loyalist 

paramilitary groups in Northern Ireland and American 

fundamentalist Christian pressure groups, brought his own 

considerable publicity and marketing expertise to the party. 

Following an argument with Griffin over an alleged sexual 

misconduct case Dowson and Golding left the BNP and 

formed their own party – Britain First. So we can see that 

from the very beginning Britain First has had racism, 

violence and cynical manipulation of the public running 

through its core like the words in a stick of Blackpool rock.  
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As Jim Dowson told channel 4 News: 

“If you apply professional marketing techniques and publicity  

to political fundraising – it’s a gift” 

(Jim Dowson) 

Building upon the distorted propaganda of previous 

groups of neoNazis, Golding and his cronies 

vociferously claim that the UK is the subject of a 

takeover by Muslims (specifically Pakistani 

Muslims). Ignoring the reality that Muslims make up 

only 5% of the British population, they fuel the fires 

of paranoia among violent nationalists with threats 

of ‘creeping sharia’.  

Like ambulance-chasing solicitors, they jump on 

every media story that fits their agenda before 

holding a demonstration pretending that they are 

the ones doing the exposing. And on the back of all 

this, of course, they ask for money to further the 

cause.  

But what they actually do? Well – not very much, it 

seems. They post an awful lot of emotional images on Facebook, usually asking for money, and they 

sell merchandise a large proportion of which apparently never arrives. They have bought a couple of 

ex-army landrovers which they use to drive around areas with high Muslim populations, handing out 

surplus British Army Bibles and claiming to be a ‘Christian patrol’. Needless to say the British Army 

has nothing to do with such behaviour and various military authorities have taken pains to distance 

themselves from Britain First and its divisive activities. The Armed Forces have even gone so far as to 

issue warnings to serving soldiers not to involve themselves with Britain First or face misconduct 

investigations and possible dishonourable discharge from the services altogether 

Britain First has ‘invaded’ several Mosques in 

Scotland, Yorkshire and the South East 

(distributing the same surplus British Army 

Bibles) and they’ve berated a few hapless council 

receptionists. Although Britain First claims to 

oppose only Muslim extremism they oppose the 

building of Mosques for ordinary Muslims too. 

They’ve spread several made up stories about 

Christian churches being desecrated or graves 

disturbed to make way for Mosques. Britain First 

also spent an awful lot of time before the last 

election publishing the names and addresses of 

those who criticised right wing policies as well as 

turning up en-masse at political opponents’ 

homes to intimidate them. They’ve targeted private individuals, journalists, political activists, bloggers 

and even an entire marketing firm in one of the internet’s most bizarre cases of ‘mistaken identity’).  

Britain First’s leader and his Deputy (Paul Golding and Jayda Fransen) have both been issued with 

High Court injunctions to prevent them from intimidating Muslims or inciting racial or religious hatred. 

And yet still they continue. 

Remember where Britain First came from. From Mosley to Powell, from Powell to the National Front 

and the BNP, from the BNP to the EDL and finally Britain First. The common thread running through it 

all is racism, religious hatred, white supremacy and a paranoid fear of ‘the other’. In the 1930s the 

scapegoats were the Jews. In modern Britain the scapegoats are Muslims.  
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More recently, Golding and Fransen have ‘confronted’ innocent Muslim taxi drivers in Rotherham, 

accusing them of being and/or supporting paedophiles and publishing humiliating videos of their 

accusations on social media. In all their publicised dealings with Muslims they call upon followers of 

the true, Christian religion to rise up against British Muslims ‘in 

Jesus’ name’. They publish calls to ‘Crusade’ on a daily basis and 

regularly distort news stories and internet images to fabricate an 

image of Muslims as rats, as abusers and as potential murderers. 

They even go so far as to recommend the use of gas chambers 

and concentration camps, to widespread approval from their 

followers both online and off. 

These people threaten all UK citizens, not only Muslims. They 

have made clear their hatred of Muslims, immigrants and non-

whites, of trade unionists, non-Christians, Gypsies, homosexuals, 

socialists, ‘lefties’, liberals and even vegetarians! Britain First’s 

Deputy Leader, Jayda Fransen has gone so far as to call for the 

public hanging of existing church leaders following an appeal by 

‘Churches together’, asking Britain First to desist in its hate campaign against Muslim communities in 

Luton and Rotherham. They’ve been criticised by senior clerics from all 3 Abrahamic religions, 

including the Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby, whose words, precitably fell on deaf ears. If 

Britain First ever starts lining people up in earnest they’ll need a very long wall to stand them against. 

In perspective 

Although it would be a mistake to underestimate the considerable growth of far-right and neoNazi 

sentiment across Europe it is unlikely that a group such as Britain First will ever achieve any significant 

political power in the UK. Their most successful political experience to date was the loss of Deputy 

Leader Jayda Fransen’s deposit when she stood in the Rochester & Strood parliamentary by election 

in 2014. She managed to amass only 56 votes despite a lengthy campaign and a significant, highly 

publicised presence in the constituency. 

The real threat from Britain First is the radicalisation of the 

British community, both Muslim and non-Muslim, White, 

Black and Asian as the group uses its significant marketing 

expertise and online presence to polarise racial and 

religious issues throughout the country. The impact of this 

is clear. Hate crime, particularly anti-Muslim and anti-Asian 

hate crime is increasing across these islands. Britain First is 

capitalising upon prejudice and discrimination and it is 

doing so in the name of the Lord, Jesus Christ. The result is 

violence and alienation on a scale reminiscent of the 1930s. 

Predictably, disaffected members of both the Christian and 

Muslim communities are becoming radicalised and it is not 

difficult to see where it might lead. 

In response to these concerns Britain First has been 

investigated by the Metropolitan Police’s Counter-terrorism 

division, SO15. The High Court recently issued the most 

recent of several injunctions and other legal rulings in an 

attempt to curtail the group’s activities. 

Britain First encourage a false dichotomy. They state that you’re either with them (a patriot) or against 

them (a terrorist/paedophile sympathiser). 

Britain First cons people into believing that they’re part of the solution to a problem that in reality is 

nothing like the myth that this group of neo-Nazis has imagined.  

Their argument is superficial and ludicrous. It boils down simply to “Support BF or lose your country”. 
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This is emotive and appealing but it doesn’t make much sense. But then it doesn’t have to. All that is 

necessary is that Britain First keeps on 

saying it. 

Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf that it 

doesn’t matter how implausible your 

statements are – keep repeating them and 

people will believe you eventually.  

Britain First is a racist, white supremacist, 

nationalist group disguising its true 

intentions with talk of extremist Islam.  

Britain First incites racist and religiously 

motivated discrimination, harassment and 

violence.  

Britain First claims to oppose paedophilia 

but only when the perpetrators aren't white.  

Britain First claims to support British troops but none of the money they raise finds its way to 

servicemen and women or their families, despite their charitable pretensions.  

Britain First claims to oppose radical Islam but actually its members oppose and discredit all Muslims.  

Britain First claims to oppose Sharia law whilst simultaneously calling for the abolition of the European 

Convention on Human Rights - the law preventing any religious legal system, including Sharia, from 

taking hold in Europe.  

Britain First claims to want peace but consider the words of founder 'Jim Dowson' speaking about his 

hope of inciting 'Holy war' in UK. 

“One thing I agree with Mr. Choudhary on - there is such a thing as a just war, a holy war.  

He calls it jihad, we call it Crusade.” 

“This is a holy war…….. We’re right, they’re wrong” 

(Jim Dowson) 

This idea of a ‘Holy War’ is a recurring theme in Britain First’s rhetoric. Even if they don’t always say it 

directly (although sometimes they do) the imagery of crusader knights and the appeals to ‘patriots’ to 

defend traditional Christian values add up to a very clear 

message. These people are not the enemies of extremist 

violence – they are its propagators. They talk about civil war as 

though it’s some sort of romanticised, glorious game, ignoring 

the reality of division, injury and death that it brings.  

It’s worth remembering that Dowson, Britain First’s co-founder 

was recently prosecuted for his loyalist activities in Northern 

Ireland. It may be that this is the reason he pretended to leave 

Britain First (to their much publicised, implausible regret) before 

returning once his temporary ban on political activity expired.   

Britain First is deliberately provocative. Their activities are 

designed not to combat extremism but to radicalise white British 

society against Islam (just as the Nazis did in Germany against 

the Jews). The increasingly violent rhetoric and propaganda is 

intended to isolate and radicalise British Muslims until the nation 

is divided against itself. Paul Golding, leader of Britain First puts 

it succinctly: 
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“We’re here to pressurise the Muslim community” 

(Paul Golding) 

But what will all this achieve? 

The far right, nationalist movement in Britain has the same basic aims that far right nationalists share 

across the globe. Theirs is a totalitarian ideology, devoid of innovation, diversity and cultural growth. 

Theirs is a stagnant dream where traditions of an imagined, golden past are preserved entirely, 

protected for all eternity by violent suppression of anyone who dares to be different. 

British nationalists from Enoch Powell to Paul Golding all seem to confuse tradition with skin colour. 

They long to create a mythical age full of smiling white children as though future generations of Britons 

are supposed to care what colour Britain First wants them to be. The Nazis in Britain First’s ranks want 

a whites only, Christian nation, free from political and religious diversity, where those who don’t fit are 

killed or sterilised (yes – these suggestions regularly appears on their Facebook pages) and anyone 

who is even remotely different from the Aryan ideal is summarily executed. That’s the real message 

behind Britain first. Just take a look at their Facebook pages to see the truth. 

How you can help? 

Most Christians are reasonable people who understandably want no part in conflict. They recognise, 

quite rightly that Britain First and other neoNazi groups are hopelessly out of touch with mainstream 

political and religious sentiment. We at Exposing Britain First understand this too. Paul Golding will 

never become Prime Minister, however much his followers want him to. 

However the social threat that Britain First poses is very real indeed. They may never be successful at 

the ballot box but their influence upon the public mindset is proving to be extremely destructive. It is 

this influence that concerns us most and that we hope will concern you too. 

We believe that the most effective way to combat untrue propaganda is to publicise the truth, 

repeatedly, without embellishment and without hysteria. That’s what we at Exposing Britain First have 

been doing consistently for over a year now. But we’re only a small group of volunteers, most of whom 

have full time jobs in unrelated professions and we don’t have the time to reach everyone on our own. 

Every little helps 

So we’d like to ask you to consider helping us to spread the word through your congregation. It won’t 

take a lot of work on your part but the impact could be phenomenal. 

Enclosed with this information pack is an explanatory flyer. We’d be extremely grateful if you could 

make this available, by Email, by your Church’s website or by good old fashioned printing to your 

congregation. 

We’d also like to ask you to consider making our continuing work a topic for one of your sermons or 

other church events. Obviously we wouldn’t want to tell you how or when to deliver a sermon but we 

would be extremely grateful if you’d consider doing so at an appropriate point in your church calendar. 

Finally – if you’d like to get involved in any other way, or just learn more to help you decide how to 

respond to this Email, we’d love to hear from you. You can contact us via… 

Email: Exposingbf@hotmail.com  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Exposing0Britain0First 

Blog: https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/  

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/ExposingBF  

The EBF awareness raising flyer is overleaf. 
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    IN JESUS’ NAME 

 

Email:  
Exposingbf@hotmail.com  
Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/Exposin
g0Britain0First   
Blog: 
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/  
Twitter:  
https://twitter.com/ExposingBF  

 

Britain First uses Christianity as an 

excuse to promote racial and 

religious hatred. Visit Exposing 

Britain First today to help show that 

these people do not represent the 

real message of Christianity. 

 

 

 

 

 For over 2,000 years Christians 
have promoted peace for all 
mankind. In the name of the 
Lord, Jesus Christ, Christians 
have sought to promote 
harmony and love throughout 
the nations, as our redeemer 
commanded. 

There is a political party in modern 

Britain that uses that legacy to sow 

division. They promote hatred under 

the banner of Christianity and they’re 

more popular than you might expect. 

The name of this political party is 

‘Britain First’. Their stated aim is to 

start a Holy War, a Crusade between 

Christians and Muslims on UK streets 

– and it’s working. 

Hate crime is increasing and attacks 

upon our Muslim neighbours by 

thugs claiming to be performing their 

‘Christian duty’ are becoming more 

common by the day.  

We call upon all true Christians to 

help spread the word about the real 

message of Christianity. The faith is 

being hi-jacked. To know more about 

this growing problem (and how to 

combat it) visit Exposing Britain First 

online. 
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